
THE CALL TO 

COMMITMENT
Romans 12:1-2



Thomas à Kempis: Jesus has many who love his kingdom 
in heaven, but few who bear his cross.



He has many who desire comfort, but few who desire 
suffering.



He finds many to share his feast, but few his fasting. 



All desire to rejoice with him, but few are willing to suffer 
for his sake. 



Many follow Jesus to the breaking of bread, but few to 
the drinking of the cup of his passion. 



Many admire his miracles, but few follow him in 
the humiliation of the cross.



What kind of a 
Christ-follower 

am I?



Romans 12:1 (NIV) Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's 
mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to 
God--this is your spiritual act of worship. 



V2 Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world, but 
be transformed by the renewing of your mind. 



Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is - His 
good, pleasing and perfect will.



The Basis of 
Commitment 

The Nature of 
Commitment 

The Demands of 
Commitment 

The Outcome of 
Commitment



1. What Is The 
Basis of 

Commitment?



The basis of our 
commitment is 
the mercy of 
God.



Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, 
to offer your bodies as living sacrifices



In Romans 1-11, 
Paul has been 
unfolding the 
mercies of God.  



God’s mercy to inexcusable and undeserving sinners.



God’s mercy in giving his Son to die for them.



God’s mercy in justifying them freely by faith.



God’s mercy in sending them His life-giving Spirit.



God’s mercy in making them His children.



In view of this 
mercy God 
calls us to 
commitment.



For the Christian there is a unity between doctrine, 
doxology and duty.



The greater our comprehension of what God has done for 
us, the greater our commitment to Him should be. 



Isaac Watts: 

Love so amazing, 
so divine; 
demands my soul, 
my life, my all.



2. What Is The 
Nature of 
Commitment? 



to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing 
to God--this is your spiritual act of worship.



Our 
commitment 

has two
prominent 

characteristics. 



Our 
commitment 

is total.



"your bodies" refers to more than skin and bones; it 
signifies everything we are - our totality. 



"Sacrifices" refers to OT sacrifices in which the offering is 
totally consumed. 



Our 
commitment 
is reasonable.



this is your spiritual act of worship.

`spiritual’  (Greek logikos) meaning "logical" 



Total commitment is the only rational course 
to take when you really see who God is. 



Sam Shoemaker

"To be a Christian 
means to give as 

much of myself as I 
can to as much of 
Jesus Christ as I 

know."



C. S. Lewis: 

Christ says, "Give me all. I don't want so much of your time and so 
much of your money and so much of your work: I want you…”



“No half-measures are any good. I don't want to cut off a branch 
here and a branch there. I want to have the whole tree down.”



“I don't want to drill the tooth, or crown it, or stop it, but to have it 
out.“



“Hand over the whole natural self, all the desires which you think 
are innocent as well as the ones you think are wicked—the whole 
outfit.” 



“I will give you a new self instead. In fact, I will give you myself: 
my own will shall become yours."



3. What Are 
The Demands

of 
Commitment? 



There are two commands in Romans12: 2.



#1 command (negative): 

Do not conform any 
longer to the pattern
of this world



"pattern" comes from the root word schema, from which we derive 
"scheme“ 



"world" can be translated "age“; referring to this passing age which 
is dominated by Satan.



Paraphrase: "Don't be conformed to the schemes of this passing 
evil age."



#2 command (positive):

be transformed by 
the renewing of your 
mind.



"Transformed" means "metamorphosed" in the original; the word 
from which we get metamorphosis. 



In Matthew 17:2 and Mark 9:2 the same word is used to 
describe the transfiguration of Christ.



We too experience such transfiguration in Christ. 



2 Cor. 3:18 And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord's 
glory, are being transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing 
glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit.



How does this 
transformation 

happen? 



1. This transformation is done by someone or something else.
(which, in this context, is the Holy Spirit).

"be transformed" - passive imperative



2. This transformation is a process. The verb is in the present tense.



“NO" 

to the 
schemes of 
this fleeting 

evil age.



“YES" 

to the 
transforming 
work of the 

Holy Spirit in 
renewing our 

minds. 



We need both the “no  to the world” and the “yes to the Spirit”.



The "no to the world" without the "yes to God" will lead to a life 
that is disconnected with this world. 



The "yes to God" without the "no to the world" will lead to 
frustration, confusion and uncertainty. 



4. What Is The 
Outcome of 

Commitment?



"Then you will be able to test and approve what God's will is—his 
good, pleasing and perfect will."



New English Bible: "Then you will be able to discern the will of God, 
and to know what is good, acceptable, and perfect"



A committed 
life has the 
power to 

perceive what 
God's will is. 



The one who is committed to God sees life with a sure eye. 



While the careless and uncommitted are in confusion, the dedicated 
Christian knows God's will. 



What is the basis of our commitment? The mercies of God.



What is the nature of our commitment? Total and reasonable.



What are the demands of our commitment? 

- Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world. 

- Be transformed by the renewing of your mind.”



What is the outcome of our commitment? Knowing the will of God.



How can 
we apply 

this?



1. Be 
completely 
devoted to 

God.



"I go out to preach with two 
propositions in mind. First, 
every person ought to give 

his life to Christ. Second, 
whether or not anyone else 
gives Him his life, I will give 

Him mine." 

Jonathan Edwards 





Karen Watson



“When God calls there are no regrets…. I wasn't called to a place. I 
was called to Him. To obey was my objective, to suffer was expected, 

his glory my reward...”



“Keep sending missionaries out. Keep raising up fine young 
pastors…Be bold and preach the life-saving, life-changing, forever-

eternal gospel.”



“I was called not to comfort or success but to obedience. There is no 
joy outside of knowing Jesus and serving him.”



The Missionary Heart:

Care more than 

some think is wise.

Risk more than 

some think is safe.

Dream more than 

some think is practical.

Expect more than 

some think is possible.



2. We must be
careful what 

we read, 
watch and 

follow. 



"It's not the ship in the water but the water in the ship that sinks it. 
So it's not the Christian in the world but the world in the Christian 
that constitutes the danger."  J. Wilbur Chapman (1859-1918)



Be careful what you allow to grow in your heart or your soul. 



Invasive insects cost a 
minimum of US$70.0 billion 

per year globally



The Cane Toad

Population in Australia

1935 – 102

2010 – 1.5 billion



An unchecked thought-life, like invasive species, can lead to 
consequences we never intended.



You are what you eat.



Selfie viewing was negatively 
associated with self-esteem.

Frequent selfie viewing led to 
decreased life satisfaction.



- Found a linear association 
between the number of platforms 
used and depression.

- Found a linear association 
between the number of platforms 
used and anxiety.



- Kids aged 8-18 years devote an 
average of 7 hrs. 38 min. per day to 
entertainment media.

- And because they spend so much 
of that time ‘media multitasking’ 
(using more than one medium at a 
time), they actually manage to pack 
a total of 10 hrs. 45 min. per day. 



Monitor your kids’ 
social media usage.



Check privacy settings.



Use filtering software.



Keep the computer in 
a central location.



3. We must 
not be 

afraid to be 
different.



British 
Broadcasting was 

initially a Christian 
organization.



1931 Inscription:

“This temple of the arts 
and muses is dedicated to 

Almighty God…”



1973
Sir Charles Curran (BBC head):

“It is not our job to adopt a 
particular morality and 
then to try to persuade 

everybody else to follow it.”



Rather than let the world interrupt our time in prayer, how about 
interrupting the world with prayer?



4. Reflect
regularly on 
the mercy of 

God.



Immense vision 
will bring 
immense 

commitment. 



Christ's gift of salvation and the new life, meditated on, accepted, 
taken to heart, is a magnet drawing us to deepest commitment to 
him. 


